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When the music of John Adams entered the world, it was greeted by an audience of 500 mental 
patients. The uninhibited honesty of that first audience, hearing the 13-year-old's Suite for String 
Orchestra, set America's most-performed composer on a path he has followed ever since. "Their 
response was so genuine, so from the heart,” he remembers, “I realised that music had a 
transcendental power to go straight to the deepest part of the soul."  
The central event of the current Adelaide Festival, a concert performance of Adams ' fourth opera El 
Niño, makes it clear that forty years have not dimmed the composer's commitment to music's 
expressive gift. While so many composers of his generation have been preoccupied with refining 
technical aspects of music, Adams has gone a step further. Like Bach and Mozart, he synthesises a 
bewildering range of techniques, drawn from such disparate genres as pop, jazz, late-medieval and 
minimalist music, into an unmistakably individual style serving the higher purpose of emotional 
communication.  
Like Verdi in his time, Adams writes operas with living stories – Nixon's 1972 visit to China, the 
1992 LA earthquake, the 1984 Achille Lauro hijacking, and in an upcoming project, the creation of 
the hydrogen bomb.  
It all points to Adams as a prime candidate to retell for our time the West's greatest story. Hispanic 
teenagers take the parts of Joseph and Mary, sleeping rough along the freeways and beaches of 
Southern California in Peter Sellars' inspired accompanying projected video. The Wise Men are 
careworn policemen. The grainy, homemade quality of the video heightens the sense that these are 
people cast aside by society.  
Behind the façade of troublesome ex-festival director, long-term collaborator Sellars shows himself 
(again) as a major artist, universalising the ancient story by focusing on earthy modern detail. When 
we see the characters struggling through the grubby trappings of modern banality, they transcend 
their surroundings and become archetypes. The miracle of Christ's birth is extended to every birth.  
This is a Christmas story which emphasises the feminine experience of birth, drawing together an 
endlessly fascinating collection of texts including the established biblical texts, the folk-tale magic 
tricks of the non-canonical Gnostic gospels, mystical writings of Hindegard von Bingen, and the 
stunning beauty of Rosario Castellanos' poetry – about birth, and, inescapably, politics. Her lament 
for the 1968 massacre of protesters by police in Mexico is chillingly compared to Herod's slaughter 
of the innocents.  
Adams has set these texts with his most lyrical and theatrical music yet. The Magnificat soars with 
an ecstatic, far-reaching melody, effortlessly performed by soprano Su-Cheen Yu. Mezzo-soprano 
Kirsti Harms astonished the audience with her range of expression in La Anunciación, and baritone 
Herbert Perry is an edgy Joseph discovering that Mary is pregnant.  
The accompaniment is constantly varied and surprising; no one living writes more effectively for the 
orchestra than Adams . Having recently composed much chamber music, he explores a new sparse 
delicacy, contrasting suddenly with massive brass textures. The Adelaide Symphony shone under 
Alasdair Neale's baton.  
“I wanted to write a Messiah” says Adams , and the spirit of Handel is certainly present, especially in 
the powerfully direct choruses; in For with God No Thing Shall be Impossible, male and female 
singers alternate in fervent antiphony. I thought also of Bach, particularly in the opening, where a 
slow, majestic chord progression gradually unfolds, underlining the gravity of this story.  
The boldest masterstroke in El Niño is the trinity of countertenors who sing the narrations. 
Flawlessly delivered by members of Paul Hillier's Theatre of Voices, they bring connotations of 
medieval motets and mystery plays.  
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This very human opera is the most impressive work by perhaps today's leading composer. The good 
news for non-Adelaide residents is that it has been recently released on both CD and DVD. Essential 
listening. 
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